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1. Purpose
This document present a summary of the calculations and field testing used to prove the efficacy
of the new EPR Safety Mat product, namely to provide potential equalisation and redistribution
of the surface voltage profile to help mitigate EPR-related hazards such as step and touch
voltage.
The calculation-based verification of the EPR safety mat uses CDEGS modelling of a typical
installation scenario. The field-based verification was obtained from actual current injection
testing carried out in early April 2014 on a mine site, involving an 11 kV power distribution
system.

2. Background
Electrical discharge events present a significant hazard to equipment and assets via earth
potential rise and can cause injury or death to animals and humans. Particularly hazardous
electrical discharge events include lightning strikes and electric power system faults.
The EPR Safety Mat provides a simple means for mitigating these hazards via its unique threelayer design. The central, electrically-conductive layer rapidly equalises the electrical potential
across the mat whilst the upper layer insulates the asset from the electrically-conductive layer.
The lower layer is made of a special, electrically-conductive layer that protects the central layer
and provides electrical continuity to that layer.
Key practical features of the EPR safety mat have also been considered. All of the layers are
sufficiently flexible to enable the mat to rolled and unrolled as required in temporary and semipermanent applications. Furthermore, mats can be joined to make larger mats as required.
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3. Verification of the EPR Safety Mat
A. Modelling Outcomes
The CDEGS software package was used to model an extremely severe EPR scenario, viz. a 100 kA
cloud-to-ground lightning flash at a distance of 50 metres. Calculations were performed for a soil
resistivity of 250 m1 at four unique sinsusoidal frequencies (50, 500, 5000 and 50,000 Hz).
The soil EPR in the surrounding area was modelled for two scenarios, i.e., with and without the
EPR safety mat. In each case, the expected step and touch voltage was computed.
Figure A1 of Annex A shows an EPR contour plot for each scenario. It can be seen that the EPR
safety mat attains, across its physical extent, a “mean” voltage representative of the soil
potential its location.
Figures A2 and A3 of Annex A show the step and touch voltage expected in the case of a person
standing on the ground versus on the safety mat, respectively. A sharp contract (improvement)
is seen in these two figures.
An assessment of frequency dependence of the results was carried out in order to allow for the
fact that a lightning discharge (in contrast to power system faults) is a high-frequency transient.
It was found that the phenomenon being investigated (EPR effects and consequences) is
relatively insensitive to the frequency of the current injected into the ground.

B. Field Testing Outcomes
Field testing of the EPR Safety Mat involved the use of current injection techniques, namely the
well-known “fall-of-potential” (FOP) methodology, as described in ENA EG1, IEEE Std. 80, IEEE
Std. 81 and other standards around the world. The method is shown in Figure B1 of Annex B.
In other words, earth potential rise was created by injecting a known, constant current into the
circuit comprising a real earthing system (e.g., a substation earth grid) and a temporary set of
current injection electrodes.
The testing was carried out with a calibrated Mitton LCI 2000 current injection test set. This
professional-grade instrument is used for testing all types of earthing systems. It is capable of
injecting a constant current of up to 10 A into the earthing system. The test frequency is 58 Hz in
order to avoid interference from power frequencies.
The injector was used with special “tuned voltmeters” (TVM) which are designed to pick up only
the 58 Hz frequency injected. All EPR and step and touch voltage measurements were made with
two calibrated TVM1000P-GPS meters. Step and touch voltage measurements with the TVM’s
were made with flat aluminium plates to simulate the electrical contact of a human foot with the
ground. One large plate (approx. 400 cm2) was used for touch voltage measurements to simulate
the contact of two feet in parallel. Two smaller plates (each approx. 200 cm 2) were used for step
voltages.
1

This resistivity value is known to be in the “worst case” range from the viewpoint of personnel safety.
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The overall test procedure comprised measurements of step and touch voltage at specified
locations without the EPR Safety Mat, followed by the same measurements in the same
locations with the mat installed.
Figures B2 to B5 in Annex B show some typical scenarios that were assessed. The locations
chosen for testing the EPR Safety Mat were those ones found to have very high touch voltages
(and hence most likely to be non-compliant).
Whilst the testing involved a HV power system, the efficacy of the EPR Safety Mat for mitigating
the effects of lightning will be essentially identical. Lightning injects a fault current into the soil in
much the same way, even though the magnitude is often larger.
Table 1 shows the results of the testing with and without the EPR Safety Mat installed. A
significant reduction in step and touch voltages can be seen across the board.
Note that the upper insulating layer of the mat provides an additional benefit in limiting the body
current in the case of elevated touch voltages. This aspect is not taken into account in the raw
values shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Results obtained for step and touch voltage with and without the EPR Safety Mat for locations
where high EPR was found. The values tabulated apply to a fault current of 10 kA. Some touch voltage
values are presented for two configurations, namely with and without an electrical bond between the mat
and the touchable item. These are shown in blue and black respectively.
Without Mat

With Mat

Touch

Step

Touch

Step

Voltage (V)

Voltage (V)

Voltage (V)

Voltage (V)

11 kV / 415 V transformer bay gate

93,000

22.7

40,000; 773

2.7

11 kV switchroom handrail – front

329.3

87.3

5.0

1.0

11 kV / 415 V transformer yard – fence corner

287.7

256.0

114.3

0.3

Crib room outdoor wash basin

730.0

4.7

286.7; 8.3

1.0

LOCATION
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4. Conclusions
The modelling and field testing carried out clearly demonstrates the efficacy of the EPR safety
mat in redistributing the surface voltage profile to help mitigate EPR-related hazards.
The CDEGS modelling demonstrated that a significant reduction in step and touch voltage is
achieved when the EPR safety mat is used in situations where living beings and assets are at risk.
The function of the EPR safety mat was verified via a full-scale current injection test in the field
in situations where hazardous voltages were detected. A significant reduction in step and touch
voltages was seen across the board.
Whilst the EPR Safety Mat can be used without an electrical bond to the touchable item (since it
redistributes the surface voltage profile), enhanced performance and voltage reduction is
achieved when an electrical bond is used.
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Annex A: Modelling Results
Scalar Potentials/Scalar Potentials [ID:SafetyMat_none @ f=50.0000 Hz ]
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Figure A1: Plot of the EPR contours due to 100 kA cloud-to-ground lightning flash. (a) Without the
EPR safety mat. (b) With the EPR safety mat.
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Scalar Potentials/Step Voltages (Gradient) [ID:SafetyMat_none_S&T @ f=50.0000 Hz ]
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Figure A2: Contour plot for the (a) step and (b) touch voltage resulting from the 100 kA cloud-toground lightning flash for a scenario in which a person is standing on the ground (no safety mat).
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Scalar Potentials/Step Voltages (Gradient) [ID:SafetyMat_S&T @ f=50.0000 Hz ]
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Figure A3: Contour plot for the (a) step and (b) touch voltage resulting from the 100 kA cloud-toground lightning flash for a scenario in which a person is standing on the mat.
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Annex B: Field Testing Results

Figure B1: Typical FOP test layout (from ENA EG1).

Figure B2: Touch voltage measurement at a switchroom handrail.
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Figure B3: Step and touch voltage measurement near an 11 kV substation fence.
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Figure B4: Step and touch voltage measurement at an outdoor wash basin where a transfer voltage hazard
was detected.
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Figure B5: Step and touch voltage measurement near an 11 kV / 415 V transformer bay.=

